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DEVELOPING INDIA: THE DIGITAL WAY

Dr. Varun Sharma

Abstract

This article deals with the changes being brought about in the functioning of Governance
Processes. With the Dawn of Digital Era, all spheres of life are touched by technology in one way or
other. “Digital Data” is becoming the most important Property for organizations as well as
Governments. The rise in use of technology is termed is new Industrial Revolution. The national e-
governance plan- 2 has pushed the ante for Digital India. The use and Implementation of IT and ITES
in fields of Financial Inclusion, Fiscal Mechanism, Consumer Payment Pattern, Public Finance &
Procurement, Surveillance etc. has been increased considerably. The government has been proactive in
accepting these changes by identifying the infinite potential of being a digital Economy that opens up
vast opportunities.
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Introduction
The world is swiftly moving towards digitization. Be it product development or

selling, everyday affairs or service delivery by government- digitization has entered our life
like never before and at each step. With rise in generation of digital data, cheaper cost of data
storage and better digital infrastructure; digitization has reached new heights and is being
considered as the new Industrial Revolution or IR 4.0. The government and society has
understood the immense potential of digitization and are adopting it earnestly. Governance
has been redefined lately with the emergence of Business Process Engineering, Information
Technology and Data Analytics.  The use of technology has made systems more efficient and
skilled and is leaving a deep impact on governance processes. With increasing acceptance of
platforms such as “Smartphones” and   “Cloud” and start of 31 new IT programs under the
National E-Governance Plan 2, the Digital India project has again gained momentum. All E-
Governance plans and projects are now following the principles of E-revolution namely
“Integrated Services, not Individual”; Government Process Reengineering (GPR) at every
MMP, Demand Based ICT structure, Cloud by Default, Mobile First, National GIS, Security
and Electronic Data Protection.
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The government of India has merged the Biometric Identity System and Financial
Inclusion Mission to evade out illegal beneficiaries under various government welfare schemes
and make the reach of social benefits more effective. Direct Benefit Transfer (DBT) has been
implemented in 437 schemes that has resulted in savings of around 83,000 crores to the
Exchequer.  Moreover, this system has helped in removal of 2.27 crores fake Ration Cards and
around 3.85 crores bogus and inactive customers are ousted from the LPG subsidy Scheme.

 Towards Financial Inclusion

Previously, opening of Bank accounts and KYC was a cumbersome process, almost
like a nightmare. It would take up months in its completion. But overtime, this duration has
been reduced to few minutes with the introduction of Biometric Identities. The JAM Trinity
(Jandhan-Aadhar-Mobile) is the foundational Data Infrastructure far varied services that
include E-KYC, E-Signature, and Digital Payments (UPI) and File storage (Digi Locker) etc.
This has been the biggest reason for increased financial inclusion round the globe.  As per the
FINDEX Report 2017 published by World Bank, almost 55% of total bank accounts opened
between 2014-17 were from India. In 2014, there were 53% people with bank accounts and that
figure rose to 80% by 2017.  This scheme has resulted in opening of around 31 crore bank
accounts till now since its inception.

 Digitization of Fiscal Mechanism

Digitization has benefitted the collection of Direct taxes to a large extent. The
Income Tax department had received 6.8 lakh crore returns i.e. 26 percent increase in the
financial year 2017-18.  The Department has also received around one crore new IT Return
Applications. And 98.5% of such returns were filed online. With the implementation of
GST, the number of Indirect Tax Payers has increased by 50 percent. This led to
registration of 34 lakh new indirect tax payers and even larger number has been merged
into the mainstream economy.

 Changes in Consumer Payment Pattern

Unified Payment Interface (UPI) and Bharat Bill Payment system (BBPS) has paved
way for development of many innovative payment apps by the private sector. This has
simplified payment of bills for the consumers. BPSS was started on Pilot basis last April. And
in that duration the, the payment made through it has increased by 46 percent in terms of
value. As per a recent KPMG Report, the Digital Bill Payment Market of India will become
worth 9.4 lakh crore by the year 2020 from 5.85 lakh crore currently.

Bharat Interface for Money (BHIM) app has also revolutionalized digital payment.
And emergence of Google TEZ and Whatsapp Payment along with homegrown companies
like Paytm, Future Pay etc. apps are playing crucial role in promoting digital transactions. In
the Financial Year 2017-18, Digital payment in terms of value was more than one lakh crore
and more than One Billion Transactions in Numbers. Credit Suisse report suggests that the
Digital Payments will rose to around one lakh Dollars by 2023.
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 Digital way of Public Finance and Public Procurement

The Public Finance management System (PFMS) has made possible the financial
management platform for expenditure on all planned programs. Also, the interconnection of
Core Banking Solutions of Banks and integration of State Treasuries has helped in Real Time
Evaluation and checks on funds usage at the grassroots’ level. PFMS is resulting in timely
issue of funds as well as its judicious usage.

For procurement of Goods and Services of lesser value and of common usages under
the Single Window Online Procurement System, the Government E-Marketplace (GEM) was
started in 2016. The Central Public Procurement Portal provides e-procurement facility for
purchasing goods of higher value (above 2 lacs). GEM also provides services like Direct
buying, E-bidding, E-auction, Online Registration for government users apart from providing
facilities to Product Sellers and Service Providers. It also provides a Market Place for
Government Procurement mostly through MSME’s.

 Governance and Surveillance through Digital Systems

The development of PRAGATI (Pro-Active Governance and Timely Implementation)
has ensured removal of Geographical and Departmental Constraints. Also, various Social
Sector Projects and Infrastructural Projects that were earlier stuck up have been eased out after
the interaction of Prime Minister with various central and State Bureaucrats overlooking these
projects. Prime Minister took part in PRAGATI meetings through Video Conferencing and has
Green Signaled 227 projects worth 10.5 lakh Crore.

Recently proposed Ayushman Bharat Medical Insurance Scheme will involve Digital
Interconnection of various Primary and Community health centers, of remote and distant
areas, directly with the District Hospitals. This will ensure, along with insurance of 5 lakhs,
Cashless and portable medical services during crisis.  This medical Insurance scheme will
cover almost 50 crore people.

 Effect of Sophisticated Technology

A report of Accenture Ltd. suggests that by the year 2035, Artificial Intelligence (AI)
will contribute to around 15 percent to our GDP.  Another study conducted by Microsoft-
International data Corporation (IDC) suggests that by the year 2021, the Digital Economy will
add 154 billion dollar in the Indian Economy and will have an annual growth rate of 1%. In
2017, around 4% of GDP was contributed by Digital Goods & Services which were mostly
developed using technologies such as Cloud, Internet of Things (IOT) and Artificial
Intelligence. (AI)

The government is focusing on understanding the mechanism of modern technologies
and its potential in various schemes. It is a commendable move to understand its utility, assess
risks and anticipate future of growth in Technology, Economy and Governance. NITI Aayog
has started to assess the uses and merits of such sophisticated technologies in National Priority
Sectors. This is being called as Proof-of-Concept (POC) Project and artificial Intelligence is
being used in Agriculture, Land Records and Health Services on Test Basis. The target of such
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POC’s is to test the impact of technology in solving problems. India is a Complex Nation with
multiple problems and this has resulted in difficulty in acquiring of government benefits by
the common man. But things are becoming simple with adoption of Digital Knowledge &
Technology in various sectors and Human Interference is being reduced considerably. Digital
Technology has extensively affected the Governance Processes and Efficiency.
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